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Abstract
If sneutrinos are the lightest supersymmetry partners and R-parity is not con

served, the process e+ e-

-+

vii can have striking signatures due to the decay modes

ii -+ t+ £1- or ii -+ qif. We present cross section formulas and discuss event rates

and detection at the upgraded e+ e- collider LEP. Four-lepton signals should be

mv = 80 GeV and maybe beyond; four-jet sig
to mv = 70 GeV, but would probably be obscured

detectable up to sneutrino mass
nals should be detectable up

thereafter by WW background.

Searches for supersymmetry (SUSY) particles depend considerably on the identity of
the lightest SUSY partner (LSP), usually believed to be a neutralino[l]. Stable sneutrinos

v are strongly

disfavored as LSP candidates, by a combination of constraints from Z

decay [2] that nowadays give mass mv ;::: Mz /2 [3] and galactic dark-matter searches
that together exclude the range 4 GeV < mv < 1 TeV [4,5]. But in the presence of
R-parity violation (RPV)[6-10] the LSP can be unstable and sneutrinos are credible
candidates once more; indeed the literature contains examples of SUSY-GUT parameter
sets that lead to sneutrinos as LSP, either without[ll] or with[12] RPV effects in the
evolution equations. In the present paper we discuss and calculate the SUSY signals that
will arise at an e+ e- collider from the SUSY threshold process

(1)
if approximately degenerate sneutrinos Vol are the LSP and decay by RPV processes. We
ignore single-SUSY-particle production[7 ,10], that can in principle take place with a lower
threshold via RPV interactions, because the latter are either known [7,8] or suspected to
have much much smaller couplings than the gauge couplings which control Eq.(l).
Sneutrino pair production proceeds via t-channel exchange of charginos

Xf (for eLe~ --+

veiJe only) and via s-channel Z exchange, that together give the helicity amplitudes
(2)
(3)

(4)
Here () is the OM polar scattering angle,
lightest), while
chargino; f3

2
COS ,R

m"t

are the chargino masses (i

1 is the

is the mixing probability of the wino component in the lightest

= ";1 - 4m~/ s is the sneutrino OM velocity, sand t are the usual invari

ant squares of energy and momentum transfer, Ow is the weak angle. The differential
cross section is then defined by do-jdcosO =

'EIMI2 f3/(12811"s)j

we note that it con

tains an overall factor sin 2 0 , favoring wide angles with good experimental acceptance,
well away from the beam-pipe. Figure 1 shows the integrated cross sections for energies
s = 140,160,175,190 GeV, soon to be explored in successive upgrades of the LEP col

lider at OERN, for a range of

mv values with COS 2 ,R ~ 1 and m" = 2mv (envisaging a
2

scenario with the LSP mass

mJ,l

close to the lightest neutralino mass

mx~

and with the

lightest chargino mass mxt ~ 2mx~ as in many models). We note that fieve production
is considerably enhanced above fil"vl" and fi.,.v.,. production, due to the chargino-exchange
contribution (with constructive interference). Adding all three flavors, Fig.l indicates
about 500 (75) events per 100 pb- 1 luminosity at

Vs

190 GeV, for

mJ,l

50 (80)

GeV, which should be enough to establish a clear signal in this mass range and possibly
beyond, modulo detection efficiency and background questions discussed below.

If a sneutrino is the LSP, it can only decay by RPV. With the particle content of the
minimal SUSY-SM (MSSM), the most general gauge- and SUSY-invariant Lagrangian
includes the following terms that can mediate sneutrino decays[6]

(5)
where Li and E[ are the (left-handed) lepton doublet and antilepton singlet chiral super
fields (with generation index i), while Qi and

Di

are the quark doublet and charge-l/3

antiquark singlet superfields. Antisymmetry gives

).ijk

= -

).jik .

In the MSSM these

terms are all conventionally forbidden by a multiplicative symmetry called R-parity (Rp),
with Rp

1 for all SM particles and Rp

-1 for their SUSY partners, in order to pre

vent rapid proton decay. However, proton decay is forbidden if there are no additional
B-violating terms, in which case either or both classes of L-violating terms above are
allowed. Each such RPV term provides a possible decay channel into SM fermions as
follows:
Aijk

=?

Vi -7 -f-iR(.kRl

(6)

).~jk

=?

Vi

(7)

\

-

0+ 0

-7 djRdkR ,

together with the charge-conjugate channels. The corresponding decay widths are there
fore

(8)
neglecting the lepton and quark masses. The requirement that V decays within the
detector (typically within 1 m) translates into

(9)
where

i3,

Js/(4m~)

-

1 is the appropriate sneutrino Lorentz factor and ). (or )./)

denotes the coupling ofthe dominant decay process in Eq.(6) (or Eq.(7)). For the energies

3

and masses of present interest, where Fig.1 shows appreciable cross sections, this implies
very weak lower bounds

IAI, IAII

~

10- 8 on the dominant couplings. We shall assume

that all sneutrino flavors are near-degenerate and all decay directly by one of the RPV
couplings above, neglecting Rp-conserving decays of heavier sneutrinos to the lightest
sneutrino that are suppressed by phase-space and loop factors [but the latter decays
would have very similar signatures anyway, with very little extra activity from the cascade
process].
The alternative decay modes of Eqs.(6 -7) give quite distinctive signatures, that we
now discuss.
(a) LLEC-mediated decays: Eq.(6). Each sneutrino decays to two charged leptons, not
necessarily of the same flavor; e.g. the coupling
lie

-+ Jt +e - ,

1Ij1.

-+

-  -+
e +e- -+ lIelle

e +e - ,

Note that no invisible Vi -+

IIjllk

A121

would give
(Jt- e+)(Jt+ e-),

(10)

(e- e+)(e+e-),

(11)

modes are accessed at tree leveL Four-lepton final states

like Eq.(10), with no missing energy and two invariant-mass constraints m(Jt-e+)
m(Jt+ e-)

ml/e would be very striking and easily separated from SM backgrounds, that

are small of order a 4 and mostly contain low-mass QED pairs; the sum of e+ e- -+

ZZ

-+

(U)(U) backgrounds is ;S 1O- 2 pb. Final states like Eq.(l1) would be similarly

constrained, but with an ambiguity in the e+e- pairing to be resolved by mass match
ing. Analogous final states containing two r leptons could be identified (including the
r±

charges) with good efficiency from the narrow few-prong r-decay topologies andlor

displaced decay vertices. The directions of the tau momentum vectors would be approxi
mately measurable and their magnitudes could be reconstructed from overall energy and
momentum conservation[13]. Possible decays to four taus would also be recognizable
and striking, but their reconstruction would be a zero-constraint fit with no protection
against initial-state radiation corrections. In practice, in cases where the lepton pairing
is ambiguous, one can select the pairing for which the two masses agree most closely and
define their mean to be the best-fit sneutrino mass ml/(.e+.e-).
(b) LQDc-mediated decays: Eq.(7). Each sneutrino decays to two charge-1/3 quarks,
not necessarily of the same flavor, normally giving two jets. Flavor-tagging is possible
for b-jets, but otherwise these modes are all essentially indistinguishable;

(12)
4

The 4-jet final state of Eq.(12) has no missing energy (except from semileptonic decays
within b-jets) and two invariant-mass constraints m(jlj2) = m(jsj4)

mVot to distinguish

it from background. Of three possible dijet pairings, we should select the one where the
dijet masses agree most closely, and define their mean to be the best-fit sneutrino mass

mv(jj). QeD four-jet backgrounds are expected to be of order

a;

X

u(e+e-

~ ijq)

t"V

1

pb, of which only a small fraction will accidentally satisfy the dijet mass constraint.
Backgrounds from e+eover the range

m(jd2)

t"V

VB

~

WW

~

jjjj are bigger, rising from about 1.5 to 9 pb

160 - 190 GeV, but they obey their own dijet mass constraint

m(jsj4) ::::::: Mw that can be used to identify and remove most of these events;

however, they will obscure any sneutrino signal with mv approaching Mw. It could be
be advantageous to study decays like Eq.(12) at or below

VB

160 GeV where the

WW background is relatively suppressed compared to lower-mass sneutrino signals. If
the sneutrino signal happens to contain a b-jet, then b-tagging would also suppress the
WW background (though a fraction of the much smaller e+e- ~ ZZ background would
survive).
(c) Mixed LLEc/ LQ DC decays. If the leading LLEc and LQ DC decay modes have com
parable rates, there will be some events where one sneutrino decays to two leptons while
the other decays to two jets, giving

(13)
with no missing energy (except sometimes with b-jets) and two invariant-mass constraints
m(£+(.'-)

= m(jsj4) = mVot to distinguish them from backgrounds, that are small anyway

(the sum of e+e- ~ ZZ ~ (U)(jj) backgrounds is

::s 0.1 pb).

Here £ and £' denote e, IL,

or T. Cases with different lepton flavors would be especially striking and background-free.
Although dilepton and dijet masses should agree within resolution, the former usually
gives a sharper estimate of mv'
(d) Displaced vertices. If the sneutrino mean decay length is of order O.lmm-1m (typically
A

t"V

10- 6 _10- 8 for cases of present interest), the two sneutrino decay vertices will usually

be detect ably displaced from each other and from the beam-intersection spot, providing
an important extra signature (modulo some complications in events with final taus). This
signature would discriminate strongly against most SM backgrounds, including WW

~

4j.
To illustrate the invariant mass distributions, we impose typical gaussian resolution

5

smearing on energies E, with 1l.E

= 0.2JE/GeV for leptons and 1l.E = O.SJE/GeV for

jets. We also impose semi-realistic cuts, requiring all leptons and quarks to have rapidities
1171

< 2, energies E > S GeV, and angular separations

(hj

> 20°. These cuts give about

SO% acceptance for the examples we show. In the four-lepton and two-Iepton-two-jet
channels, there is little or no ambiguity about the pairings and the resulting best-fit
sneutrino mass distributions have clean narrow peaks, that it is unnecessary to illustrate
explicitly. The four-jet channels however have potentially serious WW backgrounds.
Figure 2 illustrates the distribution of best-fit sneutrino mass mv(jj) in four-jet cases
like Eq.(12), for

Vs

50, 65, SO Ge V. The WW background is

= 175 GeV and mve

calculated from the Pythia Monte Carlo, with a correction for missing neutrinos from
semileptonic c-decays in addition to the energy smearing and acceptance cuts above. We
see that the mv

50 Ge V mass peak is well above background. Assuming integrated

luminosity 100 pb-1 and summing all three sneutrino flavors, the mv = 65 GeV case
would predict a signal S ::::: 100 events in the 60-70 Ge V mass bin compared to a WW
background
would give

B : : : 60 events, giving significance S/v'B = 13. The mv = 70 GeV case
only S ::::: 60 with higher B ::::: 120 and lower significance S/v'B = 5; this

mass is about the limit for establishing a signal in the four-jet channel at
Significance would be slightly improved with

Vs =

Vs =

175 GeV.

190 GeV instead, but high luminosity

may be harder to achieve here.
If a

v#

-+ e+e- or

v-r

-+ e+e- decay signal were to be established (via A121 or A131

coupling), it would imply a corresponding resonance[7] in the e+e- -+
- or indeed for e+e- -+

v -+ e+e- channel

v -+ p+ p- if both A131 and A232 were significant.

Such a resonance

would have a large peak cross section of order 41r /m~, four orders of magnitude above
(1'QED(e+e- -+ p+p-), but a very narrow width; for the case mv

limits[7]

A121

;S 0.04(me/100GeV) and

A131

50 GeV, the upper

;S 0.1(me/100GeV) indicate a width of 10

Me V at best, and it could be very much smaller. If these couplings were indeed near
their upper limits above, such a resonance could be detected by a suitable scanj indeed,
the absence of corrections to Bhabha scattering at TRISTAN already imposes significant
further limits[7] formv

50 - 56 GeV. But for smaller couplings,

Aijk

< 10- 3 say, the

width would be less than 1 ke V giving five orders of magnitude suppression in a scanning
bin of width 100 MeV, and the resonance signal would be lost. Similarly a hadronic
decay signal

v -+ ijq' would imply the presence of ijql -+ v -+ ijq' resonance contributions
6

in hadron collisions, but their narrow widths would make them much harder to detect
than the SM

qq

--)0

Z

--)0

qq signals, which are themselves quite difficult to detect.

Finally, we note that hadron colliders too can put constraints on our sneutrino=LSP
scenario, not only through direct electroweak production of sneutrinos but more im
portantly by hadroproduction of squarks and gluinos that would decay eventually to
LSP pairs and hence to components like Eq.(6) in each final state. Since no anoma
lous four-lepton production has been reported at hadron colliders, it would appear either
that

v

--)0

e+e-,e±p=F,p+p- are not dominant, or that squark and gluino production is

strongly suppressed by high mass thresholds. On the other hand, decays

v

--)0

e±r=F, p±r=F

with at least one tau lepton are not disfavored and neither are analogous hadronic decays
like Eq.(7).
Our results may be summarized as follows.
(1) We have shown that sneutrino pair production with RPV decays can give substantial
and distinctive four-lepton or four-jet and possibly dilepton-dijet signals at the future
upgraded LEP collider, if the LSP is a sneutrino and sneutrinos have approximately de

mv ;S 80 GeV.
(2) Production of ve pairs gives the biggest signals; v/-t and v

generate mass

T

signals are similar but could

have different lepton/jet flavors (if all sneutrinos decay directly via RPV) or could be
essentially the same (if heavier sneutrinos decay first to the LSP, with negligible emission
of soft particles). All sneutrino signals will generally be indistinguishable in the four-jet
modes, in the absence of jet-flavor tagging.
(3) All signals have narrow dilepton and/or dijet invariant mass peaks at m( £+£-), m(j j)

mv , and may also possess displaced-decay-vertex signatures.
(4) The signals are cleanest in the four-lepton channels (LLEc-dominated decays), where
there is little SM background. In the four-jet channel the most serious background ap
pears to be WW production, which is tolerable for

mv = Mw
If a v/-t

near
(5)

--)0

e+ e-

--)0

mv ;S 70 Ge V but obliterates signals

(unless additional b-tag or displaced-vertex signatures are present).
or

v

T

--)0

e+e- decay signal were established, the corresponding

V resonance signals[7] could be detectable via a dedicated scan at lower en

ergy, but only if its coupling A were not too far from the present upper limit. Possible

qq'

--)0

v

--)0

qq' signals would be unfeasible to detect at hadron colliders.

(6) The absence of reported £ll2£3£4 signals (li

7

e, p) at hadron colliders, however,

suggests that

v~

ee, ep, pp decays are unimportant, unless SUSY hadroproduction is

suppressed by high mass thresholds.
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Figures
1. Integrated cross sections

17( e+ e-

~

verver) in pb versus sneutrino mass ml/ for a

range of LEP energies and different sneutrino flavors. For

ve

pair production we

assume the lightest chargino has mass mx = 2ml/ and mixing cos:! "'fR
2. Best-fit dijet sneutrino mass distributions for
ml/e

ve production at Vs

:::::=

1.

175 Ge V with

50, 65, 80 GeV and four-jet final states like Eq.(12), after the resolution

smearing and acceptance cuts described in the text. The principal background from
WW

~

4j is shown for comparison.
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